MOUNTING ADHESIVES

Pressure Sensitive Mounting Adhesives

We offer a full range of pressure-sensitive adhesives for
standard mounting projects and specialty applications, such as face

Please contact us for details regarding sizes and various
application.

MOUNTING ADHESIVE

MediaTac™
adhesive’s non-slip release liner allows boards coated with MediaTac™ to stack safely without slippage. MediaTac™ is suited
for image decal and high-volume mounting applications, including pre-coating mounting boards. MediaTac™ is also ideal for
mounting prints to smooth porous substrates such as foam boards, cardstock, GatorFoam® and tempered hardboard.
Product Code

Description

Price (Eur)

PSA26-25082

1040mm X 50m

103,5

PSA26-25164

1300mm X 50m

128,8

TransferTac™.

Drytac’s economical TransferTac™ adhesive is a carrier-free hot melt adhesive protected by a moisture-stable release liner
trimming around most mount boards and irregular shaped items. The thin smooth coating will minimize “orange peel” when
applied to ultra smooth mounting boards such as aluminium
Product Code

Description

PSA6941328

1040mm x 100m

128,8

PSA69-51328

1300mm X 100m

160,0

TwinTac™
has two release liners instead of the usual single release liner. Because TwinTac has two release liners, it is great for cut sheet
applications. The double release papers protect the adhesive layer prior to processing, thus preventing contamination during
handling. The product is also ideal for the production of adhesive-coated boards.
Product Code

Description

PSA47-25082

650mm X 25m

42,9

PSA47-41082

1040mm X 25m

68,7

Facemount™ UV

Drytac’s Facemount™ UV adhesive is an optically clear pressure sensitive mounting adhesive protected on each side by a
clear polyester release liner. It is available with permanent adhesive on both sides, or as a permanent/removable adhesive
combination. Facemount UV is engineered for face mounting virtually any image to clear substrates such as PetG™, acrylic,
plexiglas and polycarbonate. It is also appropriate for lenticular imaging applications and backlit display transparencies, such
as Duratrans™.
Product Code

Description

PSF25082

650mm X 25m

PSF41164

1040mm X 50m

144

WindowTac™

A clear 50µ PVC (vinyl), coated on one side with a removable and repositionable aqueous adhesive and a permanent solvent
pattern. The grid transfers an embossed pattern into the adhesive coating. The permanent adhesive side is protected by a
wrinkles and no need for a wet application using a “soapy” concoction. The micro grooves in the removable adhesive allow easy
air evacuation, which facilitates standard application using a squeegee or burnishing pad. WindowTac™ can also be used in
“non-facemount” hand applications. Apply the smooth permanent adhesive side to the back/rear of the print and the textured
side to the mounting surface.
Product Code

Description

PWD25082

650mm X 25m

122,7

